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HIDDEN WITHIN - A METRO STATION AND A BUS TERMINAL IN NACKA
VERONICA BRÖDERMAN SKEPPE, PERFORMATIVE DESIGN STUDIO, TUTORS: ULRIKA KARLSSON AND JONAH FRITZELL

IMAGE 1. VIEW OF THE PLAZA

LOCATION OF NACKA SITE PLAN 1:2000

THESIS
This diploma project is about the relationship between building and ground. My interest has 
been in an excavating process in which landscape and architecture is treated in the same manner. 
With this I want to achieve an ambiguous and a non-hierarchic relationship between ground and 
building. Hidden within a landscape is a metro station for an extension of the blue line and a bus 
terminal for buses to Nacka and Värmdö. The project is a composite of landscape and building, 
substrates, bedrock, concrete and wood.

Alejandro Zaera Polo writes in his text “The Politics of the Envelope” about “the Flat-Horizontal 
Envelope” which are buildings with larger horizontal dimensions than vertical. These are buildings 
that because of its vastnes act as a boundary in the urban settings. A Bus Terminal is often of this 
category.

With my proposal of diffusing the relationship between building and ground and speculations 
on letting the ground become the envelope of the building I suggest a development of the flat-
horizontal envelope typology. My proposal is not an urban boundary. On the contrary it invites 
and allow for passing across and engageing in the building.

SITE
Nacka is a suburb located to the east of Stockholm. It reaches from the city center borders of 
Stockholm out towards the archipelago and the neighboring Municipal Värmdö. 

The area of the site is dominated by a motorway in east west direction, between Stockholm and 
Värmdö. Separating important public functions such as Nacka city hall, a large sport area, a high 
school and a galleria on the south side and the police station, the district court and a large office 
area on the north side as well as housing areas on both sides. Because of this I chosed to tie the 
area together by locating one metro exit on both sides of the motorway. 
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VIEW OF INFRASTRUCTURAL FLOW AND PROGRAM

IMAGE 2. INSIDE TRANSIT HALL LOOKING TOWARD ATRIUM GARDEN

PROGRAM
The project consists of a constructed landscape of which three depressions are the maine fea-
tures. 
Depression 1: A public plaza. It has urban qualities, with paved covering. It is linked with the gal-
leria east of the site. The hill toward west is a meadow. To change from arrival buses to the metro 
one has to cross the plaza. This is a rather busy place. 
Depression 2: A garden with a small scale of the plants. From the inside it act as an atrium and 
bring in light to the waiting hall. 
Depression 3: A light birch forest.

Within the landscape is a waiting hall for buses toward Nacka and Värmdö and 20 meters under-
ground is a metro station with trains toward Stockholm. Some additional program is also located 
in relation to the entrances and depressions to give life to the area over many hours, such as a 
restaurant, cafés, kiosks, a library and some small commercial spaces.
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1. Bus stop for local buses within Nacka

2. Bus Terminal Entrance for buses

3. Arrival Exit for buses from Nacka and Värmdö

4. Entrance to Bus Terminal and Metro Station

5. Building with, Kiosk, Restaurant, Library and Staff Facilities

6. Depression 1: The Plaza

7. Depression 2: The Atrium Garden

8. Depression 3: The Birch Forest

9. Bus Terminal Exit for Buses

10. Bus Exit Ramp for buses within Nacka

11. Bus Exit Ramp for Buses toward Värmdö

12. Existing Motorway between Stockholm and Värmdö

13. Existing Car Exit Ramp from Motorway

14. Rerouted Road Toward Sport Facilities and a School

SITE PLAN, SCALE 1:200
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1. Arrival from Nacka and Värmdö

2. Entrance to Bus Terminal and Metro Station

3. Departure toward Nacka and Värmdö

4. Metro

5. Staff Facilities

6. Depression 1: The Plaza

7. Depression 2: The Atrium Garden

8. Depression 3: The Birch Forest

9. Library

10. Kiosk

11. Restaurant

12. Flower Shop

13. Hairdresser
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MATERIAL REFERENS

Hilla Shamia, Wood Casting, 2011

Bus terminal, arriving , ca 718 Sq m

Central technical area, fan rooms, electicity distribution room, etc ca 718 Sq m

Bus terminal, outgoing, ca 2042 Sq m, 11 stopping points

Waiting hall for buses, ca 497 Sq m

Café, 14 Sq m

Ticket hall, ca 142 Sq m

Ticket office, staff area, ca 46 Sq m

Ticket hall, ca 249 Sq m

Restaurant, ca 57 Sq m

Staff room, ca 98 Sq m 
Bank, ca 214 Sq m

Staff area, ca 19 Sq m
Ticket hall, ca 270 Sq m

Ticket office, ca 8 Sq m
Fris ?? r, ca 38 kvm

Café, resturant, ca 116 kvm

Waiting hall for bus & subway, ca 25 Sq mKiosk/butik, 86 kvm

Biljetthall, 298 kvm Kemtvätt, 43 kvm

Staff area, m??ss, restroom, education , ca 179 Sq m

Ticket hall, ca 101 Sq m

Staff area, changing facilities 112 kvm

PROGRMATIC REFERENS

Liljeholmen Metro and bus station

Lailabela, Ethiopia, 12th-13th century

REFERENCES: EXCAVATED ARCHITECTURE

IMAGE 3. INSIDE TRANSIT HALL LOOKING TOWARD THE ENTRANCE FROM THE PLAZA

CONSTRUCTIVE CONCRETE

INLAY OF WOOD

DETAIL OF MATERIAL SHIFT, SCALE 1:50

TOP VIEW OF MODEL, 1:100,  SHOWING THE PAINTERLY EFFECT OF THE HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY DISTRIBUTED ELEMENTS OF WOOD MODEL, 1:200, SHOWING OPENINGS AND MATERIAL SHIFTS

MATERIALITY
The materials in the landscape is the existing granite and gneiss. It is partly exposed in “con-
toured” stripes which helps to describe the depth and form of the depressions. This is alternated 
by a meadow of grass and flowers. 

The Plaza is paved with granite and concrete. The pavement is alternated in the same “contoured” 
manner as in the landscape part. It is continuously paved from the existing road down to the 
plaza. 

The materiality of the building is in parts the ones described, but in some areas the building 
“reveals” itself as a building. It happens around the entrances and openings. These areas and the 
interior is of concrete and wood. Wood which appears to be casted in concrete. Hilla Shamias 
bench “Wood Casting” is an important reference for that. How the wood and concrete shift is also 
derived from my design techniques. Around the openings wood continues vertically, whereas in 
the rest of the building it is distributed in horizontal layers.

Regardless of material, ground and building run traces. They brutally ignores the material shifts. 
The traces acts as steps, benches and guidance of directions in the landscape. In the building it 
creates openings. The pleated aspect of the traces has also constructive qualities.
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DESIGN TECHNIQUES

In  the design technique studies I wanted to 
investigate how layers of both horizontal and 
vertical elements appear when excavated. This 
is done in three steps. 

1. Composing a stock. 
2. Designing a three dimensional surface 
geometry.
3. Cnc-mill the composed stock using the sur-
face geometry.

The surface geometry is in some cases designed 
independently from the stock. In some cases 
the surface geometry is mimicing the stock 
composition and excavating an offset of the 
vertical element. 

The effect is often painterly, with fluid and 
smooth qualities. In contrast is the sharp lines. 
A smaller detailing is created in the play 
between the traces of the mill and the com-
posed stock. Because the stock consists of both 
horizontal and vertical elements the patterns 
that occurs has both a logic of itself, where the 
horizontal and vertical layers are smoothed 
together and a descriptive relation to the 
excavated geometry, where the horizontal 
layers act as contours or topographic lines.

MODEL 1
   The stock is a cnc-milled mdf board cast with three 
layer of resin. Plastic objects of differnt sizes and 
colour is casted in.
   The result is very unpredictable and complex. 
Qualities in the model are diffused horizontal layers 
created by different transparency of resin and casted 
flocking. Sharp but rather arbitrary  patterns  occur 
where the resin has been collected in the traces 
from the rough cut of the cnc-mill.

MODEL 2
   This stock consists of three horizontal sheets and 
six  vertical ones of various sizes.
   This creates a pattern of both fluid shapes and 
interupting sharp lines. Pattern and surface 
geometry has a mis- and a -match relation.

MODEL 3
   The stock consists of two sheets of mahogany 
(dark) with a sheet of birch in between. Three 
mahogany blocks and three birch blocks.
   This model has modeled traces with different di-
rections inspiered by the traces of the cnc-mill path. 

The traces change direction abruptly.

MODEL 4
   The stock consists of two sheets of 
mahogany (dark) with a sheet of birch in between. 
Three mahogany blocks and three birch blocks.
   Traces of a vertical element leaves a wave like 
pattern. The jagged structure of the surface comes 
from the rough cut in the cnc-mill.

MODEL 5
   The stock consists of one 10 mm sheet of walnut 
(dark) and two 45 mm vertical elements of birch 
(light) and a walnut.
   The vertical element has informed the 
surface geometry, it describes it and 
excavate it partly. The edge of the vertical elemnt 
gets smoothern out by the surface geometry and 
unites with the dark patches.
   The rough cut is left.

MODEL 6
   The stock consists of one 10 mm sheet of walnut 
(dark) and two 45 mm vertical elements of birch 
(light) and a walnut.
   The vertical element create a straight line in the 
pattern. A pattern with another logic than the sur-
face geometry.

MODEL 7
   The stock consists of one 10 mm sheet of walnut 
(dark) and 45 mm birch (light).
   The path of the cnc-mill creates a curved outline of 

the patch.

MODEL 8
   The stock consists of many different peaces of dark 
and light wood.
   Large pattern effect between dark and light wood. 
The pattern is both following the 
surface geometry and is abruptly 
interupted. The discontinuety in the 
relation pattern and geometry is created by the 
many laminated layers in the stock.
   The veins in the wood is another pattern 
effect, it helps to describe the geometry, but has a 
logic of itself. A material property.
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